
 

From the original developer of Enhanced Traffic, which has been downloaded well over a million times: FSX Pro ATC X is the
ultimate in ATC and air traffic control simulation. You will need an internet connection and a supported GPS device to use this
add-on. ##Introduction: FSX Pro ATC X is a unique product that provides you with all the tools to control your personal airport,
provide approach services for aircraft, be responsible for coordination between neighboring airports, and much more. FSX Pro
ATC X takes full advantage of Microsoft's next generation Flight Simulator X graphics engine by using photorealistic textures
from high resolution aerial photos. It supports the new weather engine, and has its own custom weather engine, with a web-
based graphical weather forecast. This program is a direct replacement for FSX's ATC functionality. It can be installed side-by-
side with the original ATC system if desired. FSX Pro ATC X is a unique product that provides you with all the tools to control
your personal airport, provide approach services for aircraft, be responsible for coordination between neighboring airports, and
much more. FSX Pro ATC X takes full advantage of Microsoft's next generation Flight Simulator X graphics engine by using
photorealistic textures from high resolution aerial photos. It supports the new weather engine, and has its own custom weather
engine, with a web-based graphical weather forecast. This program is a direct replacement for FSX's ATC functionality. It can
be installed side-by-side with the original ATC system if desired. This add-on adds new aircraft to the single player and
multiplayer airspace of Flight Simulator X. Aircraft from Avidyne with an emphasis on performance and safety for both
Professional Pilots and private pilots alike. Included in this pack is an Aerobility Plugin which gives FSX increased functionality
when interacting with Aerobility Flight Information Systems (AFIS). The pack contains the following aircraft: Avidyne Entegra
Global Positioning System (GPS) Avidyne Entegra Multipilot Flight Management System (FMS) Avidyne Entegra Integrated
Avionics System (IAAS) Avidyne Entegra Audio Control Panel (ACP)

"Incredible add-on, but a few bugs that need work."

"a great product that could really provide a lot of help for pilots learning to fly in general. The ATC is still in it's infancy, but the
support from the developer is fantastic. This seems to be the only product out there for Flight Simulator that has this particular
functionality." "As promised, I can run Flight Simulator X on my 64-bit Windows 7 machine while keeping the GPS working
correctly. The last few updates have resulted in a much more stable program, and general performance is greatly improved. This
is a great product overall, with excellent support from the developer." "This was a terrific program. It's probably ultimately
better than FSX ATC, but not at the cost of programming additional aircraft and developing new procedures into an already
existing add-on like ATC. Thanks to this developer for keeping this add on updated and providing such great support during the
trial period." "This was a terrific program.
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